Task: Look at the questions on the bubble sheet. Now in the speech bubbles below, write your answers in bullet point form.

**Dangers Outside**

Accidents and Deaths did occur. Try to find out about some miners or workers from the past who may have been affected, for example Bill Jackson.
Task: Today it is very important to make sure that all workers are kept safe. This was not the case in the past.
   a) Group 1 are to create a list of the 6 main safety laws for today
   b) Group 2 need to create a list of the main safety rules for the 1800s (there will not be as many!)

Now be as creative as you can and come up with a small sketch to show what might have happened to the miners when those laws/rules were not followed! Share your role-plays.

Safety Rules

Write a list of safety rules for the mine workers when they are working outside.
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Dangers Outside

What are your thoughts and feelings as you look at the picture?

What dangers do the miners face as they work outside?

Are there any safety precautions?

How could the miners be protected from accidents?

What sort of accidents might have happened outside the mine?

What advice would you give the mine owners and the workers?